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Wednesday, July 7, 1993 Bowling Green, Ohio Volume 75, Issue 136 
Two students 
may lose their 
election bids 
by Eileen McNamara 
editor-in-chief 
Two University students run- 
ning for City Council could be 
dropped from the ballot for pos- 
sible improper filing procedures, 
pending a vote by the Wood 
County Board of Elections. 
The board tabled the petitions 
of First Ward Independent can- 
didate Sam Melendez and at- 
large Independent candidate 
Scott DeKatch at the June meet- 
ing. Board Director Mary Lou 
Emans said the board will decide 
whether the petitions will be de- 
clared valid at the next meeting 
on Tuesday. 
"They wanted to investigate a 
bit further," she said. 
Emans said in Melendez's case, 
the board questioned whether all 
of the signatures on the petition 
were signed in the presence of 
Melendez, who signed the affa- 
davit on both of his petitions stat- 
ing that he was the sole circula- 
tor. 
Melendez said he encountered 
difficulty when he attempted to 
find out what questions the board 
had about his petition. Also, he 
said he was not notified of any 
potential problems with peti- 
tions; rather, his campaign man- 
ager, Mike Cook, was told of the 
situation when he stopped by the 
board office on other business. 
"[Board employees] said they 
were just going to call me after 
the meeting and tell me whether 
the petition was validated or not 
validated," Melendez said. "They 
weren't going to give me a 
chance to go to the meeting and 
defend myself." 
DeKatch said he also was not 
notified of any potential prob- 
lems by the Board of Elections. 
Emans said DeKatch may have 
failed to fill out certain portions 
of the petitions which must be 
completed by law. Also, he may 
have only 59 valid signatures on 
his petitions. The required 
amount for an at-large seat is 60. 
"All I know is I turned in my 
petitions May 3 and they told me 
to call back in two days ... [and 
when someone did] they said 
everything was fine," he said. 
Cook said he believed the 
board's investigation of the peti- 
tions is not necessary. He said 
the  four-member board,  which 
consists of the chairmen and 
treasurers of both the Wood 
County Democrats and Republi- 
cans, was attempting to bolster 
the Democratic and Republican 
council candidates. 
"I think this whole thing is an 
abuse of power," he said. "They 
want to knock out the frontrun- 
ner [Melendez] to give [other 
candidates] a better chance." 
Board member Michael Marsh, 
who is also the chairman of the 
Wood County Republicans, said 
the board is not attempting to 
drop any candidate from the bal- 
lot. 
"We always table anything we 
don't have enough information 
about," he said. 
Marsh said he believed the 
final accurate count on De- 
Katch's petition was not availa- 
ble in time for the June meeting. 
He said he does not have enough 
information about DeKatch's sit- 
uation to predict the outcome of 
the board's vote. 
However, he said the board in- 
vestigated Melendez's petitions 
after a member received an 
anonymous phone call from two 
people who said they had signed 
a petition that was not circulated 
by Melendez. 
"They decided not to come 
forward," he said. "And our 
board could find nothing to vali- 
date their claims. So I believe his 
petition will be validated; 
however, I cannot speak for all 
four." 
Members Al Baldwin and Dick 
Newlove, the Wood County Dem- 
ocrats chairman and treasurer, 
respectively, could not be 
reached for comment at press 
time. Member Tim Brown, also 
the treasurer of the Wood County 
Republicans, said he did not yet 
have enough information about 
the petitions. 
Marsh said the two main politi- 
cal parties are not trying to 
squelch Melendez and DeKatch, 
who make up the United We 
Stand political organization along 
with at-large candidate Carolynn 
Aldrich. Aldrich's petition was 
validated in June. 
"[They'll] get the benefit of the 
doubt," Marsh said. 
Briefly 
Inside the News 
The 'spirit' of the Old Frontier: 
Findlay's recreated Ghost Town offers visitors a chance to re- 
live history. 
J See page four. 
How to keep cool this summer: 
What will take your mind off the sweltering heat? U2's new 
albumy.ooropa. And The Firm, starring Tom Cruise and Gene 
Hackman, might be the answer. Check out our reviews to find 
out. 
fJ See pages seven and eight. 
Outside campus 
Freddie and Freida's wacky Cleveland vacation: 
CLEVELAND - A pair of peregrine falcons hatched their sec- 
ond chick Tuesday from atop the city's landmark Terminal 
Tower. 
The falcons' first chick hatched Monday, delighting birdwat- 
chers and shoppers who watched television monitors set up in 
the Tower City shopping mall. A closed-circuit camera kept vigil 
over the nest at the top of the 708-foot skyscraper. 
Tuesday's hatching was first spotted by a shopper about 10:30 
a.m., the Ohio Department of Natural Resources said. 
An outdoor concert, fireworks and laser-light show was modi- 
fied Friday night to avoid disturbing the nesting falcons. 
Speakers for the Cleveland Orchestra concert were shifted and 
the fireworks - usually launched from Terminal Tower - were 
launched from a nearby parking lot. 
Wildlife officials said they saw no change in the birds' routine. 
Compiled from stuff and wire reports. 
Under a Fiery Fourth 
The BO Ncwi/Tim Normal 
Embraced under a firework lit sky, a couple watches fireworks light up the evening sky over Promen- 
ade Park July 4. Thousands of spectators came to see the 20 minute event, which was sponsored by 
Krogers and synchronized with music on 104.7 VVIOT. 
University professor first 
to receive scientist award 
by Robin Coe 
staff writer 
A 20-year University photochemical sciences 
professor is the first to be honored with the 
McMaster Professorship, created to acknowledge 
an outstanding scientist's acheivements. 
Douglas Neckers, the founder and executive di- 
rector of the University's Center 
for Photochemical Sciences, 
received the professorship es- 
tablished at the University by 
Harold and Helen McMaster. 
According to Philip Mason, vice 
president of University re- 
lations, Neckers was chosen on 
the basis of his contributions to 
the sciences, his reputation 
worldwide and scientific efforts 
at the University. 
"It will be a method of recognizing Doug's 
efforts and in recognizing future efforts," Mason 
said. 
Neckers was instrumental in the establishment 
of Bowling Green's Harold and Helen McMaster 
Institute. 
"I had a primary role in forming the institute," 
Neckers said. 
The institute was formed In 1985 to bring busi- 
ness management and technology training 
together. 
Neckers said he is delighted to be named for the 
professorship and believes it will recognize the 
McMasters as a huge contributor to the depart- 
ment of chemistry. 
"[The McMaster Professorship] is a wonderful 
way for the McMasters to support higher educa- 
tion and Bowling Green State University," Mason 
said. 
Neckers has been a professor at the University 
since 1973. He graduated from Hope College, and 
holds a doctorate from the University of Kansas. 
He brought international and national promin- 
ence to the University while researching in 
poymer-assisted photochemical processes and has 
received many rewards relating to 21 of his 
patents. 
Neckers was elected fellow of the American As- 
sociation for the Advancement of Science and has 
been named distinguished research professor in 
the University's chemistry department. 
In Neckers' years of tenure at the University, 
the chemistry department has received Program 
Excellence, Academic Challenge and Eminent 
Scholar awards by the Ohio Board of Regents. 
He also was rewarded for a number of pub- 
lications. His most recent article was "Advances In 
Photochemistry." 
Girls 
State 
to bring 
benefits 
by Ginger Phillips 
staff writer 
When Buckeye Girls State 
moves in to Kreischer Quadra- 
ngle days after Boys State de- 
parts from Bowling Green next 
summer, local business and Uni- 
versity enrollment could receive 
double the benefits they have 
gained in past years. 
"We did really well while Boys 
State was here. We were busy all 
week long, and we're hoping 
Girls State will bring in business, 
too." said Beth Schmidt, assistant 
manager at DiBenedetto's. 
However, businesses not 
within the general vicinity of the 
quads may not receive such an 
influx. 
"The kids go right across the 
street, not Into town," said Jerry 
Liss, owner of Pisanello's Pizza. 
"We have a lot of problems at 
Boys State, because kids order 
and then don't pick up their piz- 
za." 
Liss also said any businesses 
that do not advertise in the Boys 
State packets (a $200 fee) could 
not distribute coupons. 
George Nicholson, the man- 
ager of Campus Pollyeyes, said 
he has been involved with Buck- 
eye Boys State in the past and is 
interested in a similar arrange- 
ment with Girls State. 
"We had increased pizza sales 
that week, but it was not a gold 
mine, he said." 
"I've been doing Boys State off 
and on," Nicholson said. "Most 
pizza houses don't do Boys State 
because it's a big hassle. But I 
stayed and I survived." 
Also, Pollyeyes made pizza in 
advance, drove around the area 
of the Boys State activities and 
took orders on a phone in the car. 
"One day it rained, and they 
changed their schedule, and we 
didn't know," he said. "We were 
stuck with 80 pizzas, but we 
prearranged something with 
nursing homes and hospitals 
where we could sell them at dis- 
count if something like this hap- 
pened." 
Like the Buckeye Boys State, 
the Buckeye Girls State is the 
largest in the country. Anna Lee 
Griggs, director of the Girls 
State, said the program has had 
as many as 1,200 participants and 
could have about 1,300 in the 
near future. 
And businesses will probably 
not be the only ones to benefit 
from the new flow of visitors, ac- 
cording to Thomas Glick, execu- 
tive associate director of admis- 
sions for the University. 
Glick said although the exact 
figures are not known, he be- 
lieves programs like the Buckeye 
Boys and Girls States attract 
prospective students. He said the 
"snowball effect "is responsible 
for this. Glick said participants 
of the Boys State have gone home 
and told their friends about the 
University, so even if partici- 
pants don't go on to attend the 
University their friends might. 
He said the same will happen 
with the Buckeye Girls. 
"It's a very, very positive pro- 
gram. Especially In the eyes of 
the state," he said, adding that 
the programs deal with the finest 
young men and women in the 
state and this has attracted the 
attention of newspapers, and has 
brought the governor and other 
important people to the Universi- 
ty. 
The Buckeye Girls State, 
founded by the American Legion, 
is a hands-on program designed 
to teach young women about the 
government. The Girls State is 
expected in Bowling Green be- 
tween June 24 and July 1 next 
summer. 
—*- 
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Time has come 
for reconciling 
with 
The time has come to begin the normalization of 
relations with Vietnam. 
So says a group of high-profile veterans, men who 
fought in the undeclared war which ended almost 
two decades ago. One is Terry Anderson, probably 
best known for being held hostage for six years in 
Lebanon by a radical Islamic sect. 
"We've got to put it behind us," Anderson said re- 
cently. "It's time the United States and Vietnam be- 
gan the process of reconciliation." Additional vet- 
erans admonishing renewed relations are John 
Wheeler, former chairman of the Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial Fund; Edward Timperlake, former secre- 
tary of Veterans Affairs; and Lewis Puller Jr., author 
of the Pulitzer Prize-winning autobiography Fortun- 
ate Son. We at The News agree that the United 
States should end the Vietnam embargo. And who 
could know more about overcoming pain and tor- 
tuous memories than Anderson? ' 
The United States has insisted on a severed re- 
lationship with Vietnam since the war ended 18 years 
ago. The bitterness many in this country feel toward 
Vietnam is understandable, even acceptable. Nearly 
60,000 Americans lost their lives in a hated, unpopu- 
lar war. And thousands of veterans, those emotiona- 
lly and physically wounded in the war, are still trying 
to cope. 
Reconciliation between the two countries would be 
generous step in expediting the healing process. 
However, many POW-MIA groups - who protested 
when President Clinton dropped objections to inter- 
national loans to Vietnam - feel sanctions should 
continue until Hanoi releases complete information 
accounting for all U.S. servicemen. 
Whether or not Vietnam has been honest in claim- 
ing they've already released all the documents is 
something we will probably never know, but it is un- 
realistic to think all the information on all U.S. troops 
will ever be made available - or that they even exist. 
And if there are such documents, we would stand a 
better chance seeing them if relations were reestab- 
lished. 
And there are many veterans who would like to 
visit Vietnam, which would be made much easier if 
sanctions were dropped. It could be a way to visit, 
and perhaps exorcise, old ghosts. 
We, as a country, seem ready to finally put the war 
behind us. That doesn't mean we have to forget what 
happened, but we should try to move forward. 
If the Gulf War was this nation's way of regaining 
its military confidence lost in the jungles of South- 
east Asia, then reestablishing ties with Vietnam 
would be a good first step in expunging the anger 
that still haunts so many Americans. 
The BG News Staff 
Tim Norman 
photo editor 
Pravin Rodrigues/Eric Schmenk 
production 
The BC News, founded in 1920, is published daily during 
the academic year and Wednesdays during the summer 
session. 
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Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726 
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Respond ;  
Signed letters or columns express the 
beliefs of the individual and in no way 
represent the opinions of The BG News. 
All readers are encouraged to express their 
opinions through letters to the editor and 
guest columns. Letters should be 200-300 
words, typed, and contain the writer's 
telephone number, address, class rank, 
and major. 
Send all submissions to: The BG News, 210 
West Hall. 
UVES! 
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The plot on Bush that never was 
Clinton and Bush had much to gain in bombing raid on Iraq 
A little more than a week ago, 
23 cruise missiles were launched 
at the complex of buildings in 
Iraq where the alleged plot on 
George Bush's life was suppose- 
dly planned. Sixteen of the mis- 
siles hit their mark; four missed 
slightly; three fell into a residen- 
tial neighborhood killing eight 
persons and wounding 12 others. 
Military planners called the at- 
tack a complete success. 
The Clinton Administration 
claimed the missile attack was 
justified in light of "compelling 
evidence" which showed Iraqi in- 
telligence was behind an unsuc- 
cessful attempt on George 
Bush's life while he was in Ku- 
wait last April. What is the ad- 
ministration's "compelling evi- 
dence?" 
The evidence consists of the 
testimony of several Iraqi 
nationals who were probably tor- 
tured by the Kuwaitis, and the 
confiscated car bomb which the 
Kuwaitis claim was to be used by 
the would-be assassins. Kuwaiti 
officials claim the bomb proves 
Iraqi sponsorship because it is 
identical to other explosive de- 
vices used by Iraq during the oc- 
cupation of Kuwait in 1990-91. 
When Madeline Albright, one 
of the U.S. delegates to the U.N., 
addressed the Security Council 
on the day of the attack, she said 
"Key components [of the car 
bomb] ... were built by the same 
person or persons who built 
bombs previously recovered from 
the Iraqis" (emphasis added). 
It stands to reason that the only 
way the Kuwaitis could have 
known the car bomb was made in 
Iraq is if they already possessed 
Iraqi bomb technology, thus giv- 
ing them a basis for comparison. 
This is why Albright used the 
phrase "bombs previously re- 
covered from the Iraqis." 
But if the Kuwaitis already 
possessed Iraqi bomb technolo- 
gy, then they could have made a 
car bomb that would have all ap- 
pearances of having been made 
by the Iraqis. 
BONES & BILLY 
JOHN 
BERNARD 
Why would the Kuwaitis have 
fabricated a plot to kill Bush? 
Suppose Bush, who is much more 
popular among Kuwaitis than 
among Americans, told Kuwaiti 
officials they could repay their 
debt to the U.S. for defeating 
Saddam by giving the Clinton 
Administration a pretext for at- 
tacking Iraq. Why provide Clin- 
ton with an excuse to bomb Iraq? 
Because a decisive military ac- 
ly embarrassing revelations 
about policy decisions like the 
invasion of Panama, the Persian 
Gulf massacre and the Iran- 
Contra affair. 
Fortunately, before all the re- 
cords could be destroyed, a fed- 
eral judge ordered Bush to cease 
destruction of the records. The 
judge then ordered the Clinton 
Administration to take steps to 
preserve the computer records. 
"There never was an Iraqi plot to assassinate 
George Bush. If any plot existed, it was between 
the Clinton Administration and the Kuwaitis, for 
the express purpose of giving Clinton a pretext for 
bombing Iraq - a move that was coldly calculated 
to improve Clinton's ratings in the polls and shore 
up his credibility among conservatives in Congress 
and corporate America." 
tion would boost Clinton's abys- 
mally poor ratings in the polls at 
the very time when he desperate- 
ly needs support for his domestic 
programs. 
What would motivate Bush, a 
Republican, to help a Democratic 
president improve his ratings? 
Because Bush owes Clinton a 
political favor. 
Last January when Bush left 
office, he allegedly ordered his 
underlings to destroy comput- 
erized records of sensitive com- 
munications among White House 
officials. These records were re- 
portedly to be destroyed because 
they alledgedly contain potential- 
Curiously, not only have the Clin- 
ton people refused to comply 
with the judge's orders, they are 
now seeking to appeal the de- 
cision in the hopes the tapes will 
never be made public. 
The most plausible explanation 
for a Democratic president help- 
ing to cover up the paper trail of 
deceit from the Reagan and Bush 
administrations is repayment for 
a political favor from Mr. Bush. 
Another thing that leads me to 
suspect the Kuwaitis and the 
Clinton Administration invented 
this plot on Bush's life for politi- 
cal reasons, are some of the 
statements made by our chief 
U.N. delegate, Madeline Al- 
bright, to the U.N. Security 
Council on the day of the attack. 
For instance, in her address to 
the council she stated, "I come ... 
today to brief you on ... an at- 
tempt to murder a President of 
the United States." Later, in the 
same address, Albright again re- 
fered to "The attempt against 
President George Bush's life 
..."(New York Times June 28). 
Ms. Albright then tried to dis- 
pel any doubts the Security 
Council might have by claiming, 
"There was no rush to judg- 
ment." Obviously, Albright must 
have forgotten that the U.S. at- 
tack took place before the de- 
fendants' trial in Kuwait had 
been concluded. 
These repeated references to 
Bush as "president" and the false 
claim that there was no "rush to 
judgment" on the part of the U.S. 
were nothing less than cheap at- 
tempts on the part of the Admin- 
istration to gain the sympathy of 
the Security Council and avoid 
being condemned for an attack 
on Iraq that was completely un- 
justified. 
There never was an Iraqi plot 
to assassinate George Bush. If 
any plot existed, it was between 
the Clinton Administration and 
the Kuwaitis, for the express 
purpose of giving Clinton a 
pretext for bombing Iraq ~ a 
move that was coldly calculated 
to improve Clinton's ratings in 
the polls and shore-up his credi- 
bility among conservatives in 
Congress and corporate Amer- 
ica 
Of course there was also some- 
thing in the bargain for the Ku- 
waitis ~ the sweet taste of 
revenge. It's also a safe bet that 
Bush's embarrassing computer 
tapes will never see the light of 
day. 
Unfortunately, it's difficult to 
gauge who suffered more from 
the plot that never was — Iraq or 
American democracy. 
John Bernard is a columnist for 
The News. 
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from our reader 
University employees commended for excellent efforts 
THE Crossword 
The Editor 
I wish to inform you of some superb work 
that was done by several employees of the 
University. They came in on Sunday (June 
27) and worked several hours overtime. 
By their dedication and prompt and effi- 
cient action, they averted heavy damages 
(hundreds of thousands of dollars) and los- 
ses. They all deserve great thanks and con- 
gratulations. 
I want you to be aware of all they did, and 
also add my voice (and that of the depart- 
ment's) In support of any recognition or re- 
ward that University can offer them for all 
the work that they did. It is well deserved. 
That evening, following the storm, we had 
hundreds of gallons of water cascading into 
the department offices, jeopardizing 
thousands of dollars of equipment, files, etc., 
and research articles which were in prog- 
ress. 
Indeed, the volume of water was sufficient 
to enter the upper story of the Math Science 
Library. Had it continued unchecked, the 
damage done to the library's holdings and 
the entire building would have been enor- 
mous. 
Fortunately, Greg Rampala, a graduate 
student in our department, noticed the situa- 
tion as it started and alerted campus securi- 
ty. David Weekley and Shawn Miller of the 
Department of Public Safety came over 
right away and astutely moved the comput- 
ing equipment out of harm's way. 
Larry Holland, coordinator of the physical 
plant, came over and organized a crew of 
maintenance/custodial staff in vacuuming 
up the cascading water to prevent it from 
getting any worse ~ it was an inch deep at 
the time, penetrating the third and second 
floor. 
Within the next hour or so, Brett Pogan got 
equipment up on the roof and was able to 
vacuum up large quantities of water before 
it could get down in the building; what he 
could not get up, he was able to divert to 
avoid its flow inside. 
This turned the tide and within two hours 
the situation was contained. The plumbers 
and inside crew were able to get ahead of the 
flow and mop up the water on all floors of 
the building. 
As a result of their dedication, damage 
amounting to hundreds of thousands of dol- 
lars was averted and the total damage might 
not exceed $10,000. At 10 p.m., University 
Architect Lance Teaman was at last able to 
get in contact with the roofer, but by then 
the problem was solved - exclusively by 
these employees from the University. 
Andrew Glass 
Professor and chairman of mathematical 
sciences 
Bernard blatantly mistaken in calling Bush 'enemy' 
The Editor 
Please tell me there are other 
columnists on the staff - and 
you've just been keeping them 
fresh for our reading enjoyment 
later this summer. Granted, it is 
rather suspenseful every 
Wednesday to find out what new 
government conspiracy John 
Bernard has uncovered. Next 
week we'll probably find out that 
Oliver North is really an intruder 
from the planet Revilo who is on 
a mission to study Earthling be- 
havior. 
Last week's column was an 
embarrassment to him and The 
News. It is clear that Mr. Ber- 
BONES  & BILLY 
nard does not consider Saddam 
Hussein an enemy. Oh no, actual- 
ly George Bush is the enemy, ac- 
cording to Bernard. "He [Bush] 
was the one responsible for or- 
dering the destruction of the 
country's [Iraq's]infrastructure 
which resulted in the deaths of at 
least 70,000 Iraqi women and 
children," Bernard observed. 
Never mind the fact that Sad- 
dam Hussein intentionally made 
targets of his civilian people for 
the explicit reason of winning 
sympathy form pople like John 
Bernard. 
I experienced the Gulf War up 
close and personal in uniform 
and take great pride in our vic- 
tory over the still-dangerous 
Iraqi leader. It was not a "Gulf 
massacre" as Bernard describes 
it. It easily could have been if 
George Bush had wanted it to be 
that way. But instead, he chose to 
end it early and send young peo- 
ple like me home alive to our fa- 
milies. 
Mr. Bernard asks if anyone 
really believes George Bush is 
worth $40 million, which is 
taking  the  recent  bombing  of 
Baghdad way out of context, but 
I'll answer that question. The an- 
swer is YES. 
I was proud to serve under 
President Bush in the Gulf War. 
I'm also proud that President 
Clinton had the courage to stand 
up to Saddam last weekend. Ter- 
rorism should not have to be 
tolerated. And neither should an- 
other John Bernard column. 
Todd Kleismit 
Sophomore 
Political science/journalism 
ACROSS 
1 Music style 
5 Mikado s land 
10 Tratlic and log 
ends 
U Indian 
15 Perform m a 
way 
16 Flair 
17 Rims 
16 Seed relative 
19 Bun s wile 
20 Endure 
21 Phone or vise 
start 
22 Inactive state 
23 Belg  river 
26 Oscillate 
27 — standstill (not 
moving) 
30 Have being 
31 Destroys in a 
way 
35 Stringed 
instruments 
37 Acting group 
36 Baked in —" 
39 Mona — 
40 Pervaded 
43 Condiment user 
45 Espalier 
47 Eastern state ■Mr. 
48 Pen 
49 Puppy cry 
50 Keeps cool 
52 Mild-mannered 
ones 
55 Mime 
57 News Bit 
61 Busy as — 
62 Emerged 
63 Hack 
64 — move on' 
65 SuDlease 
66 QED word 
67 Kenton or 
Freberg 
68 Heroes 
69 A tew 
DOWN 
1 Take form 
2 Solo 
3 Hurries along 
4 Tangy 
5 Court figures 
6 Elec measure 
7 Swimming place 
8 Relaxing 
9 Once called 
10 — Blues 
11 Fleshy plant 
12 Neck hair 
13 Cut 
22 Basin in Ger 
24 — Paulo 
26 Damp 
27 Toward the 
stern 
28 Tropical 
mammal 
29 FeeOle 
32 Fits 
33 Distress 
34 Arctic explorer 
36 White House 
candy 
41 Yalies 
42 Immerse 
43 Inner thoughts 
44 Brew 
46 Branded 
47 Kind ot engine 
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51 Locations 
52 Loiters 
53 Assist in 
crime 
54 "I — man 
with 
56 Marco — 
58 Starchy root 
59 Test 
60 Small amount 
62 Gr  magnate, for 
shon 
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DfA-rH RfATri AT WeRK Of ATM   oAV VACATToA/ 
1 
! i i 
Sow 
Leasing 
Summer 
&Fall 
VU1H IN PW6 
I 
* 
Over 300 Apartments 
and Houses to Choose 
From. Stop in to See Us 
For All Your Housing 
Needs. 
• Free Maid Service 
• Pets allowed in some 
apartments 
NEWIPVE 
Kattals 
328 S.Main 
Our 
Onlv Office 
352-5620 
Give 
another chance. 
Give blood 
r<2^ss® 
i KOW APPEARING 
For the Price of a Movie I 
Show Times: 
Wed & Thurs: 8PM 
Yr;-~* Fri & Sat: 8 & 10:30PM 
I 
Louis Kaiucv 
I 
$3 OFF j 
_ Coupon Expires Fri. July 9, 1993 > 
^ 
9
 SSSESSm   Not va.id .o, Special Show, 
. Reservations Suggested 887-8041      , Coupon pKer person 
I 24 HOIir IntO Una 887-8040 Not valid w/other specials 
0mm, 
TAKE THE KEYS. 
CALL A CAB. 
TAKE A STAND. 
University Bookstore 
(In The Student Services Building) 
Conveniently Located On Campus! 
Used and New Textbooks 
Large Selections of BGSG Clothing 
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE 
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
• BESTSELLERS 
•PAPERBACKS 
•STUDY AIDS 
•MAGAZINES 
•CALCULATORS 
• BGSCJ CLOTHING 
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
• FILM & DEVELOPING 
•GREETING CARDS 
• BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS 
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
•GIFTS 
tjgj^1, \QQ\ Q Store Hours: 
Phone:372-2851 
7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thurs. 
7:30 -1:00 Fri 
CLOSED SAT. 
Signs of Summer Fun 
i wsjatf 
•Ami 
T SFAT 
Saturday, July 10 • Only $16.00! 
Includes admission & transportation! 
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO SIGN-UP IN 
THE UAO OFFICE. Space is limited. 
Student ID required to purchase tickets. 
•Depart Union Oval 8:30 am. Return to campus 
at 12:30 am •Sponsored by GSS, UAO S WSA 
SNACK   A11ACK 
Free treats every Wednesday 
behind the 
Off-Campus Student Center. 
Noon until gone 
C«J«II?   PeAia! 
Discount Tickets 
are available in 
the UAO Office. 
Only $19.50 
UAO Ridgeline Outing Center 
We rent tents, backpacks, sleeping 
bags and other camping equipment 
at affordable week or weekend ratesl 
Call   372-2343 
M-onttay Musicians 
Live music in the Union Oval 
11:30 am - 12:30 pm 
i     1     t     t     t     t 
Rainsite - Prout Hall Lounge 
PLANT SALE 
Through Thursday 
11 am - 3 pm • Union Oval 
n*ttw»ttw»tttv 
Free FlickS 
Wednesday Nights-8 pm 
Gish Film Theater 
Tonight: The Color Purple 
July 14: Bill & Ted's 
Excellent   Adventure 
_       «.        9     _    Tuesday. July 13-11 am - 3 pm in the Union Oval. 
kXw •?•■ mmiml Dye your own free or buy our shirts & boxers to dye. 
Ann ArBorStreet fair 
Friday, July 23 
$4.00 covers  transportation 
Join us for the annual trip for art and 
festivities In Ann Arbor. Michigan. 
Bring spending money for art & food. 
Sign-up through July 23 in the UAO office. 
'Depart Union Oval 12:30 pm 
Return to campus 10:30 pm 
•Sponsored by Residential Services. UAO S WSA 
3 
J=> 
| 
3 
Jazz G Ribs Festival 
Saturday. July 24 
$6.00  covers transportation 
JJ  Travel to downtown Columbus. Ohio 
to enjoy five stages of Jazz and ribs 
from the best restaraunts in town. 
The jazz Is free, bring money for ribs. 
Sign-up through July 23 in the UAO office. 
'Depart Union Oval 10:00 am 
Return to campus 6:30 pm 
•Sponsored by Residential Services, UAO & WS4 
For   more  info  call   372-2343  or  stop   by   330   Union 
■  .',;.,'-'■-' - 
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Ohio's own'Ghost Town' recreates 
by Jennifer Willis 
staff writer 
Thirty minutes south of Bowl- 
ing Green, Ohio's history comes 
alive in the form of an 1880's era 
ghost town. 
Ghost Town was started in 
1958 by father and son team 
Louis and Edward Galitza. Unlike 
ghost towns of the West, this 
ghost town was not deserted, it 
was created. 
"We have about 26 buildings 
right now," Edward Galitza said. 
"About half of the buildings have 
been moved here, and the other 
half were built." 
The town holds two fully 
stocked general stores, a 
blacksmith's shop and a cobbler 
shop. Each building is furnished 
with authentic pieces from the 
1800's. 
"We have 40 horse-drawn ve- 
hicles in the Buggy Barn and 
about 2000 horseshoes in the pile 
in the blacksmith's shop," Galitza 
said. 
One interesting building is a 
log cabin brought from near Van- 
lue, Ohio. Built in the 1840's, this 
tiny cabin is furnished as an 
early settler's cabin would be, in- 
cluding a spinning wheel, sewing 
machine and a bed that is smaller 
than many couches. 
Louis said the cabin measures 
about 24 feet by 30 feet. It has 
photographs of the original oc- 
cupants. Major and Mrs. Bright. 
Across the stream from the 
Bright cabin is the Ghost Town 
Mad River and Lake Erie Rail- 
road, with a steam engine from 
1919 and an authentic turn- 
of-the-century caboose. 
The oldest building in Ghost 
Town is the blacksmith's shop, 
which dates to the  1820's.  Ac- 
cording to the sign on the build- 
ing, it was also the last remaining 
building to stand at Waterloo, 
Ohio. 
The recreated Abe Lincoln 
House is an 18S0's vintage build- 
ing from Marion, Ohio and a 
tower from Canton is being reno- 
vated for the town. Next to the 
Abe Lincoln House, there is an 
old fashioned outhouse, complete 
with a resident [mannequin]. 
There is also Louie's Donkey 
Corral, which holds seven don- 
keys. A couple of the donkeys are 
original residents of Ghost Town. 
Across the river through a rep- 
lica of an Aurand Run covered 
bridge, is the Tradin' Post filled 
with many furs and other items 
the Indians traded to the settlers. 
The trail behind the Tradin' 
Post leads to a cemetary called 
Boot Hill. The cemetery contains 
gravestones from the late 18O0's. 
Although some of the inscrip- 
tions are weathered, they are 
fascinating to read. 
Across from the Tradin' Post is 
a replica of the Drake oil derrick, 
filled with tools used in the early 
days of oil drilling and mining. 
Many of the tools are from the 
Hancock County oil fields. Down 
the street there is a fire house 
complete with some horse-drawn 
fire fighting equipment and a 
livery stable filled with authentic 
branding irons. 
Next door to the livery stable is 
a barber shop, and for those who 
need more than a cut and shave, 
Mable's "Rooming" House is 
right upstairs. 
No self-respecting ghost town 
would be caught without a sher- 
iffs office and this one with a jail 
and a prisoner. For the bad guys 
who have to get out of town by 
See Ghost Town, page six. 
The Jot 'Em Down Country Store is filled with all of the necessities 
for a 19th century settler In Ohio. The outside of the building Is 
covered with advertisements for products and prices from days gone 
by. Before going In to shop, a patron 
out his or her weight and fortune for 
The BG Newt/Jennifer Wlllli 
can use a machine outside to find 
a penny. 
Work to cultivate the buckle-up habit. 
It could save your life. 
"■mi.' vl *>AM iMtf* nMn "***•> wnliwi ft "»** liomnome 
mm 
Diftenedetto's 
352 - 4663 
FREE ALL DAY DELIVERY 
e \r | Med. 1 item Pizza 
|     w/ 2 free Pops 
I 
I $5.50 
11 inch sub 
Ham, Salomi, Provolone 
Toppings Included 
$3.25 
*>it  
11   2 Medium 1 item 
11 Pizzas 
II 
II 
II $8.95 
I 352-4663 II 352-4663 II 352-4663       J 
'Restaurant 
Welcome to BG! 
Cocktails • Snacks • Salads • Appetizers • Sandwiches • Complete Dinners 
Mexican Food (Mon., Wed.) • Baked Chicken Dinner (Tues) 
• Prime Rib (Tues., Thur., Fri.) 
• Smoke-Free Room Available 
163 S. Main St. 352-2595 
Free Dessert 
with Prime Rib Dinner 
on Thursday Night 
Freshmen 
Bring your parent(s) for a relaxing 
dinner! Buy one complete dinner, 
get the 2nd dinner for 1/2 OFF 
h 3%Mjf!
fM Vafcd only with coupon Not vaM wHh c4h*r coupO"t E*p»w 7/31^3 
Enjoy our deluxe 
SALAD BAR FREE 
(with the purchase of our fan ions 
Carved Roast Beef Sandwich) 
Mon.- Fri. 11a.m. ■ 2p.m. 
I   jXs^M"A 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Xfiyfcw/X V*l>d only with coupon. Not valid 
wrth othw coupon*. Eip-nn 7/31-93 
with othof oowpom. E«"M 7/31/83   Z        ^x-ff  
One 
"Appetizer" 
50% OFF 
(with beverage purchase) 
H 
Valid only w«h coupon. Not valid      I 
with otha/ cooponi   £»pir»* 7/3193   | 
Rapid 
ingestion of alcohol 
can result in illness, 
coma or 
death. f 
i\W APPEARING 
Louis Raiuc 
For the Price of a Movie 
COLLEGE XIGHT1 
Show Times: 
Wed & Thurs: 8PM 
Fri_aSat:8« \030P, 
!$3 OFF' 
x7i 
I 5319 Hea'uierdowns Toledo ~J^^^^^    I 
J Rewrvattont Suggested 867-B041   EVERY WEDNESDAY ' 
j 24 Hour into Une 867-9040 "^ thto ^Astudent ID j 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
over 500 units with SUPER locations 
9 and 12 Month Leases Available 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319  E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
■ 
•••■■••••••• ■■■■■■■I •■■'. & J4fc 
•' ■ i>■ 11111111 ii • 111 
Cool Sum 
Men's Cut only *8"* Child's Cut only $7" CMUmi 10'&Under 
At Fiesta, your summer style never looked so good! 
Friendly stylists, great prices and no appointment is ever needed. 
r 
i 
I AW -W .«* *.. .<*.. »fi* 
r\un M w) wli Ungf k*i- 
Ofanp.t.Awf.tl*  1991 
£S1 832 S. MAIN 
. (Next to Rite Aid) 
I 352-9763 
Color & Highlighting 
SJI.99&U,        I WOODLAND MALL 
SJFk^tl I  1234 N. Main St. 
T&ESSI 3«-9084 
«1 
VT* Unlr A Tnnninn ^ninnc 
Total Loolr 
■A^* DM  *IS«Q fc* Slf.99 
j '' He* & Tanning Salons u£%Z*,z;t& PS.^Sj 
20 Yean ofBtmutiful Haircare 
Affordable Everyday Prices. 
HAIRCUT 
wiifc thunpso 
'8" 
SHAMPOO 
ft: SET ■0% 
1'ERMANF.NTS ■'»!' In- 
$27».>J 
RLDKLN 
Wt will mstth mmynmpHitmr'i id—nutd 10 bmrnimg *m»nprint. 
PHUL MITCHELL 
CHILD'S CUT 
7"   I 
i-^ rf 
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unique atmosphere of the Old West 
The Br.Ni'wa/JciinlterWIIIIa 
Other area attractions... 
by Jennifer Willis 
staff writer 
Between trying to study for classes and stay- 
ing cool in the heat, the summer months may 
seem unbearable and boring. However, there is 
an excape - and it's just a short drive from 
Bowling Green. 
Those who were fascinated by Jurassic Park 
may be interested in the Indian Trail Caverns 
located 13 miles east of Findlay on State Route 
568. Featuring Ice Age animals and other spe- 
cimins of the era, the caverns are now also the 
site of a paleobotanical [relating to plant life in 
the early Stone age] dig for the Cincinnati Mu- 
seum of Natural History. Guided tours are of- 
fered 1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday 
until October. 
Lonz Winery on Middle Bass Island is a good 
place to relax and enjoy some of the fine wines 
which are made right on the island. The winery 
was the largest in the country in 1865 when it 
was first built. It was then known as the Golden 
Eagle winery. 
The winery contains a wine bar where the 
different kinds of wines are sold by the glass. 
Non-alcoholic beverages are provided for those 
under the age of 21. 
"We offer tours of the cellar including wine or 
juice tasting," said tour guide Jared Poff, who is 
also a finance and international business major 
at the University. 
Middle Bass Island can be reached by ferry 
from Catawba, which is a 45 minute ride from 
Bowling Green. Entry to the winery is free, but 
the tour is $1.50 for those over 21 and $.50 for 
those under 21. Cost of the ferry is $4.50 each 
way per person. 
History buffs might enjoy a tour of Thomas 
Edison's birthplace in Milan. Located 13 miles 
south of Sandusky, this three-story house is fur- 
nished as it would have been in 1847. 
"Edison's daughter opened the house up on the 
100th anniversary of his birth, February 11, 
1947," Curator Laurence Russell said. 
The house also has replicas of many of Edis- 
on's inventions, as well as a recording of his 
voice which was made in 1918. Visitors can 
listen to cylinder or disc phonographs, see his 
early projectors and a model of his Menlo Park 
lab. 
Admission is $5 for adults and $2 for children. 
The house is open Tuesday through Saturday 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and on Sundays from 1 
p.m. to 5 p.m. until Labor Day. Then the hours 
are from 1 p.m.to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Sun- 
day until November. 
Be sure not to overlook sites in Bowling 
Green. The University boasts many points of in- 
terest such as the Gish Film Theatre In Hanna 
Hall, the Planetarium in the Physical Sciences 
Building, the Educational Memorabilia Center 
and the BGSU School of Art Galleries. 
Wood County has a historical museum show- 
ing memorabilia from the turn of the century. 
The Wood County Courthouse is also an archi- 
tectural landmark. 
And even those who prefer to stand in line for 
the bars can gain some historical insight. 
Chances are they are standing on the Main 
Street Historic District, which is listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places. 
The blacksmith's shop is the oldest building In Ghost Town. Constructed in the 1820's, this building 
bouses 19th century tools of the blacksmith trade. More than 2000 horseshoes are piled up Inside the 
building. 
And you're still smoking? 
(lunuBKUUKn 
SOOTY AT 1 -MO-MS-2345 
FOt Ftfl WTtmOH 1 
AMERICAN 
•A-CANCER 
TSOOETY 
XhHAIRE. CANARY 
<<^v is proud to 
*" Announce it's 
5th year Anniversary! 
To thank our loyal clients & to invite 
new clients we're 
offering a July perm special! 
$ 5.00 off 
Perm & Haircut 
Good thru 7/31/93 
offer Good w/ Nicole, Susie, Kelly, Roni, 
Denise, Leah, & Heidi. 
Call Today for an Appointment 354-1477. 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
presents 
Thursday, July 8th   "Vambo Marble Eyo" 
lAlso! 
Friday, July 9th & Saturday, July 10th 
"LOST AND FOUND" 
I Pinball       •        Video Games    •     Pool       •        Air Hockey 
RODGERS & HAMMERSTE1NS 
COME BLOW YOUR HORN 
IN A UNIVERSITY BAND 
MARCHING BAND/CONCERT BAND/WIND ENSEMBLE 
We hope you are interested in playing in one of 
the above bands, and we invite you to STOP BY 
THE BAND OFFICE (ROOM 1010, MUSICAL 
ARTS CENTER) or telephone 372-2186 before 
completing your registration for Fall! There is 
plenty of opportunity to continue your participation 
in bands. You DO NOT have to be a music major 
to play your instrument at BGSU! 
THE SOI rail 
OF MUSIC 
222. 
c55cF 
JULY 16.17.23 & 24 AT 8 P.M. 
KOBACKER HALL. MOORE CENTER, BGSU 
TICKETS: $6. $8 & $10 
Moore Center Box (Jllice oprn weekdays ram-6 p.rr... 
.   call (410) 372-8171 or (800) 589-ZZ2A 
A Umversiiy/Communily Produclion presented by the Collect? oi Musical An. 
PsycNc 
Readers 
Available... 
Call lor an 
appointment 
Taroi Cards 
HOURS: 
Monday - Wednesday: 10-5 
Thursday - Saturday: 10-9 
Tarot Cards, Crystal Jewery, Carved Candles, Ankle 
Bracelets, Metaphysical Items, Gemstone Pouches, 
Gemstone Rings, Books, Dream Catchers 
David & Coral Callahan 
RESERVE   OFFICERS'   TRAINING   CORPS 
BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUT 
IS IN CLASS. 
Excitement and adventure ti the course description, 
and Army ROTC is the name. It's the one college 
elective that builds your self-confidence, develops 
your leadership potential and helps you take on the 
challenges of command. 
There's no obligation until your junior year, so 
there's no reason not to try it cut right now. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAIL 
TAKE MILITARY SCIENCE 101 THIS SEMESTER 
2 elective credit hours • Interesting exciting training • No obligation 
CONTACT ARMY ROTC • 372-2476 
I I I I I I HI "I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
SUMMER TIME 
The official 1 hour 
photo processor 
summertime '93 
We do 4x6 Big Shot prints 
same day 
Instant Replay! 
! Double Your Prints For $1.00 
ZPL ■ii'i'.iaiiwBEg 
J-s: add Si 00 lo trie regular price end wt ** give 
,C'j a aecond MI ot color prints' ' Oflr good at ma 
time ot Delivery on standard 3V sire 
print* from 1 TO. Owe  126 o»35mm|C-*1 
process) 12  15. 24 or 36 exposure rous 
Tn.a Otter not valid wtth any omar spec** 
L.- t On* Roa Par Coupon 
Expires 7/14/93 BGN 
$3, $2, M Off 
on Film 
Developing 
Goo-Jew 110   i«I6   35rrvm ara etrsc **« 
(C-4' proem.   Oa» »3 off on 30 ••a    *2 off 
on 24 eip    v " of on 12 t5 a*p True couoon 
T^SI accompany 0'3«f   ThM coupon nor vaM wit" 
•-. omar off** Ona nM oar coupon 
Exfiires 7/14/93. BGN 
YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY 
S BLUE RIBBON PHOTO S 
FILM   DEVELOPING •CAMERAS • VIDEO 
Ph. 353-4244 
157 N. MAIN B.G. 
I 1111 1111111111 1111II 
(ACROSS FROM UPTOWN) 
111111111111 i 111111111111 f 
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A small getaway thirty minutes and one hundred years away 
Ghost Town —  
Continued from page four. 
sundown, there Is a railway of- 
fice to buy a ticket for the next 
train out. For those who didn't 
make it out of town in time, there 
Is a Western Union building from 
the 1900's to telegram the bad 
news back home. 
Ghost Town also holds many 
unusual pieces. The Woodland 
Indian Museum boasts many 
trading items and tools form the 
18th and 19th centuries. It also 
holds artifacts such as an intri- 
cately designed ghostdance shirt, 
which the Indians believed would 
protect   them   from   the   white 
man's bullets. 
There is also the Trails West 
Museum which displays items 
such as a child's doll, which is be- 
lieved to have come from the site 
of a massacre. The buggy barn 
holds a San-a-Pure Dairy wagon 
from Findlay, a Sohio wagon and 
three unusual horse-drawn hear- 
ses from the Findlay and 
Greensprings areas. 
"Probably the most unusual 
piece we have is the Cretors Pop- 
corn wagon," Galitza said. "It 
was built in 1909 in Chicago. Only 
four of them were ever built." 
Ghost Town also has a print 
shop which has moveable type 
printing presses and other tools 
of the trade from the mid to late 
1800's. Visitors can purchase 
wanted posters of Jesse James 
and other notorious bad guys. 
They can even have a person- 
alized wanted poster made up for 
themselves, their best friend or 
worst enemy. 
A visit to Noah's Ark Empor- 
ium or the Jot 'Em Down Country 
Store reveals the products of 
days gone by. Fully stocked, 
these stores carry such items as 
Kirkman   Flakes   fine   laundry 
The BG Ncwi/Jcnnlfer Willii 
The dentist's office in Ghost Town may send chills to the roots of a patient's teethl The office is 
equipped with turn-of-the century equipment and tools. A doctor's bag is available In case of house 
calls. 
soap and antique cans of Camp- 
bell's soup. 
Numerous advertising signs 
and posters decorate Ghost 
Town. Some are advertising soda 
for five cents or baths for IS 
cents. [Hot water baths are 20 
cents.] Others are notices of 
meetings and events such as the 
"Old Maids Convention." 
Expansion is in the works for 
Ghost Town. Galitza said he is 
planning on constructing five 
more buildings. The new build- 
ings will Include a funeral parlor, 
a jail, a Wells Fargo bank, the 
Mangy Dog Saloon and Long's 
Livery Barn. 
"We eventually plan to start a 
gunfight show on the dance 
floor," Galitza said. "That is 
where we are putting the addi- 
tional buildings, around the 
dance floor." 
Ghost Town hosts two major 
events each year. On September 
19, they will hold an arts and 
crafts festival featuring over 200 
vendors. 
The week before Halloween, 
Ghost Town becomes haunted, as 
guests wander throughout the 
streets which are inhabited by 
ghouls and goblins. 
"We have 30,000 to 50,000 peo- 
ple a year come to Ghost Town," 
Galitza said. "Many of the visi- 
tors come for those two events." 
Surrounded by shady trees and 
a winding stream, Ghost Town is 
a relaxing and fascinating walk 
through Ohio history. There is 
available room for picnicing and 
a dance platform for guests to 
"raise a ruckus." 
Ghost Town is about S miles 
south of Findlay off of Route 68 
on County Road 40. It Is open 
daily except Mondays from 9:30 
am. to 6 p.m. until Labor Day. 
After Labor Day, it is open on 
weekends until October. 
Admission is $3 for adults and 
$1.50 for children between 12 and 
6. Children 5 and under are ad- 
mitted free. 
Banking tailored for the 
student body. 
The Easy A" from Society* is 
an economical bank account 
designed to fit the financial 
needs of the college student. 
It features a checking service 
that can cost as little as $3.00 
a month. 
Give us a call. 
Bowling Green North 
1098 N. Main St. 
353-8441 
^■•••••••••••••••••••••••••>. 
Member FDIC 
To quilif/ for »■ E»*y A KCOUM, 
you nut i he icfiiitcrtt) H J college 
otmhtnky Buy A-craw m 
tub] MM ill itrrm and tondutool 
in flfai (ram urn; to unit 
Society 
Where to arov 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
"Your Music Library" 
N.W. Ohio's Largest Selection of Compact Discs 
r
*4CT 
OPEN DAYS 
GET WHAT YOU WANT 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 
"Quality Off-Campus Housing" 
•841 Eighth St. 
• 733 Manvilie 
•755 Manville 
• 777 Man vi lie 
• 640 Eighth St. 
• 317 N.Main St. 
• Campus Manor 
(505 Clough) 
•313 N. Main St. 
•615 Second St. 
• Rockledge Manor 
(840 & 850 Sixth St.) 
$100  OFF 
First and Lasts month rent on the 9 and 12 month leases. 
Good only on new leases. Mention at time of signing. Offer 
expires July 16th 1993 
CALL US TODAY 
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE 
M-F 8 to 5 
SAT 10 to 2 
352-9302 113 Railroad St 
(next to Kinko'8) 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
3 
128 N. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN/B.G. 
Mon. -Thur. 9:00AM - 10:00PM 
Fri.-Sat. 9:00AM-12:00AM 
Sundays 11:00AM - 7:00PM 
—       RADI0HEAD 
Pablo Honey 
C>M» ■ IM0 Wh«©«npg • Afiyon* Cm PI* QuK* 
tite1 
403 S. MAIN ST. 
DOWNTOWN/FINDLAY 
Mon. - Thur. 9:00AM - 10:00PM 
Fri. -Sat. 9:00AM-10:00PM 
Sundays 11:00AM - 7:00PM 
CapUoi.    Vm EMI RECORDS LID. 
OXFORD ENGLAND'S 
ROWDIEST NEW BAND. 
AWASH IN 
TURBULENT GUITARS 
AND SLOW BURNING, 
MIND BLOWING, 
SOUL SEARCHING 
HYSTERIA 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
£j 
*! 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
J 
il- 
cn YOUR HUD RUDY.. ON CAPITOl COMPACT DBCS AND CASSETTES 
I.-c-tU 1 
*  
h 
I     LENNY 
Jf« KR/11/ITZ 
»_»• AM vou GONNP, 
t»           CO MY WAV 
Jf "MlI Of Matek 
* 
* 
,ft    EACH ITEM! 
ON the pw-cbua of 
1 or 2 CD's or! 
pre-recorded cats«>tt| 
(All sale items &   ■ 
specials excluded) 
Expire* 7/ll/W 
"alot""0"11"''! 
■    ■ 'Mil M Mated 
1 Of man CD't orM 
pn-fecorded caneitipj 
(All sale Items &   ■ 
specials excluded) - 
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The BG Ncwi/Jennifcr WIUli 
What ghost town would be complete without an outhouse? This replica 
comes complete with a resident mannequin. 
^HAIRE E. CANARY 
<CV Styling Studio 
is proud to Announce: 
Heidi Yarnell 
formally of the Victorian Hair Gallery 
♦Call Today for an Appointment 354-1477. 
July Special 
$ 5.00 off 
Perm & Haircut 
Exp. 7/31/93 
F^BAFE 
Open Wed. -thru- Sot. fill Summer 
II Cafe full Of BlUCS... 
Friday Night! 
'Don't forget Happy Hours from 4-7p.m. 
And... 
with 
The ARK BAND!! 
k Saturday Night! A 
fck *19 and Over All Summer M 
104 S. MAIN 353-0988 
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Gloriously incoherent, it's all happening at 'Zooropa' 
by Connell Barrett 
associate editor 
U2 
Zooropa 
Island Records 
Wow! 
These boys just keep getting 
more and more peculiar. 
Not since the Beatles made Sgt. 
Pepper has such a BIG, popular 
group metamorphasized thems- 
elves so drastically, so seriously 
and so successfully. 
In 1987, Bono wasn't singing, 
he was stalking - belting out 
heavy, heady, quasi-political 
anthems. "Am I buggin' you?" he 
once asked the crowd after a 
What-Bono-doesn't-like har- 
angue. "I don't wanna bug ya." 
U2 sang for a generation, 
whatever that means. And a gen- 
eration made them the most pop- 
ular band of the late '80s, 
whatever that was. 
But  with  Achrung Baby,  V2 
sprang from their stuffy, tor- 
mented musical cocoon and flew 
off to Las Vegas in space. Well 
Bono did, anyway. Fly glasses, 
tight leather pants, a backdrop of 
cryptic video images in their Zoo 
TV tour and an uncompromising 
embrace of rock 'n' roll in all its 
decadence. They shattered their 
image, creating a general weird- 
ness. 
But the form does not eclipse 
the substance; the music still 
stands. With Zooropa, the weird- 
ness of the Zoo tour is back 
(times 10), but the music itself - 
a splendidly odd juxtaposition of 
radio static, synthesized blips, 
jagged guitar riffs, random re- 
verberations - is still top-notch. 
Zooropa begins with the title 
track, a jet stream of ultra-weird, 
barely coherent techno-disco: 
Zooropa. Dont worry baby. It's 
gonna be alright 
Zooropa. Uncertanty can be a 
guiding light 
Listen very closely. It sounds 
disjointed, fragmented, but this 
is no uncertain work - it's pur- 
posely manic, helter-skelter. 
While the music is so electrically 
rich that several samplings of the 
disk would be needed to get it all, 
it's Bono's lyrics that can make 
U2's music so mystical, as on the 
best two songs, "Numb" and 
"Lemon." 
"Numb," a sort of elctro-rap 
scream of conscious, is a long 
word game, all set to a catchy 
punk-like beat... while Edge sort 
of sings: 
Don't struggle 
Don't jerk 
Don't collar 
Don't work 
Don't wish 
Don'tfish 
Don't teach 
Don't reach 
On "Lemon," the only track 
close to a releasible single, Bono 
tightens up his leather pants and 
unleashes a falsetto making 
Prince's squeaky "Kiss" wither 
in comparison: 
A man builds a dry 
With banks and cathedrals 
A man melts the sand so he can 
See the world outside 
Zooropa, by and large con- 
sistent, does lack the song quality 
of Achtung Baby, which had not a 
bad tune in the lot. U2 does 
stumble a couple times here. 
"Some Days Are Better Than 
Others," following the album's 
fabulous midsection, just kind of 
sits there, rhyming for the sake 
of rhyming, with only a drab 
beat. And "The First Time" lacks 
the charm emanating from the 
rest of Zooropa. 
But all in all, producers Flood, 
Brian   Eno  and  The  Edge  put 
together   a   tight,   chaotic   10 
tracks, topped off with a beguil- 
ing Johnny   Cash  doing   "The 
Wanderer," a song Bono wrote 
with Cash in mind. Set to loops 
and synthesizers, Cash's proud, 
nimble voice shines: 
Now Jesus, don't you wait up 
Jesus, I'll be home soon 
Yeah I went out for the papers 
Told her I'd be back by noon 
Some bands stand pat, living 
off their reputation as well as 
their old songs. But the great 
ones reinvent themselves. Such 
is the case with U2, making the 
elctrically maniacal sound of the 
■90s (for now). 
ALMOST PARADOX: With 'Achtung Baby,' V2 embraced rock V roll 
glltz-glam while simultaneously poking fun. The frenetic, nearly 
nonsensical 'Zooropa' is the perfect 'Baby' compliment. Left to right: 
Adam Clayton, Bono, The Edge, Larry Mullin Jr. 
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,900 E. Wooster 
1 (across from Kohl Hall) 
• Sewn on Lerrers 
(Nexr doy Service) 
• All Greek Lerrers 
and Transfers 
• Film Developing 
352-0365        T.O'S 
WELCOME STUDENTS 
<3[b©(3& ©ts03 
Our Large selection of Greek and DGSU Items 
AT 
'The Collegiate Connection" 
(Across from Mac.West) 
Hours: 
Mon. STues.    10:00-8:00 
Wed. &Thurs.  10:00-8:00 
Fri. &Sat. 10:00-5:30 
The Collegiate Connection 
513 Ridge St. 352-6333 
Photographers Needed 
for Fall 1993 
Must have general 
knowledge in photography 
and have own equipment. 
Applications may be filled 
out in 210 West Hall. 
For more information, contact The BG News 
at 372-6966 or 372-2601. 
Y)u're smart enough to calculate 
the size of a Hydrogen atom. 
If YOU Have 
Any Of These 
CHECK OUT OUR APARTMENTS 
RIDE THE 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
SHUTTLE 
Use this coupon to discover the best 
apartments in town.  Just sign and present it 
to our driver and he'll take you to our office. 
* Pick up the Shuttle at B.G.S.U. Lot #17 
(Behind the Union) at 9:05a.m., 10:05, 
1:05p.m., 2:05, 3:05, 4:05, 5:05. 
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 
1515 EAST WOOSTER - Model Open 
Large two bedroom furnished apartments 
available with: 
-walk in closers -laundry facilities 
-builr in bookcases     locaredin rhe building 
-nexr ro campus      -memberships offered 
for rhe healrh spa 
Efficiencies, one bedroom and 
other two bedrooms available 
(office in Cherrywood Hcolthspo) 
Preferred Properties 
352-9378 8th and High 
\ /   The flower of HOPE... 
daffodils 
PULL J& 
SQUEAL LOW PEDAL 
DRAG 
HARD PEDAL 
VIBRATION 
tf. 
.V 
w 
GRINDING (P 
I understand that I ani riding the shulllc al my own risk. 
X 
You probably need some of these..L J 
■   FRONT OR READ J.   ^m    ^^ 
i BRAKES $4 2 
|    SEMI METALUC PADS ADDITIONAL WHEN NEEDED. 
■    for one low price. Tutfy's brake experts • Machine drums / rolors. • install lifetime pads / shoes 
• Repack non -d 
i-V-i- 
•Mel bearings. • Check mjslet cylinder roses S sens • lesi drive youi cai 
e iiliriE IIM''mmmiiBiriinrh-iin in rrrrr -m'l —*"* 
■Mean (Mr spits III 93 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
■GSul 
TUffy 
Auto Service 
Centers 
Tuffy Does It Right! 
353-2444 
1087 S. MAIN STREET 
Next to Pizza Hut 
SAKE 
AS 
CASH 
LOFT & REFRIGERATOR 
RENTALS Available 
* Singles • Doubles * Triples 
MAXIMISE ALl YOUR 
living Spoce 
with 
SPACE SAVERS Inc. 
(Across from Mac.West) 
Discover new 
grounds 
To Order Call 352-5475 
405 Thurstin Avenue Space Savers 
At Grounds for-Thou ghi you can dis- 
cover French pastries, codec from 
Columbia and books and magazines 
from all over the world   Plus, a whole 
lot more1 Whether you're Joining a 
fnend for chess, meeting someone lor 
business, or admiring artwork by local 
artists, you'll find the atmosphere 
unique and hiendry. Ground* (or 
Thought-make It what you want It to be! 
For the thoughtful coffee drinker...   flMrt \MMft 
coffee, pastries and paperbacks   ^V"«fl 
Grounds for Thought ^BP 
174 S. Main St.   Bowling Green, Ohio   I 
open 7 a.m. till midnight   ^_ n 
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Top cast helps 'The Firm' 
overcome many pitfalls 
by Connell Barrett 
associate editor 
I dont like it when people 
criticize a movie for its inferior- 
ity to the book on which it was 
based. "Oh, I hated 'Prince of 
Tides," " friends have whined. 
"The book was so much better." 
It's an absurd argument, I 
reckon. You may prefer reading 
the book to seeing the movie but 
to debate the superiority of one 
over the other is silly. Film and 
literature are two separate me- 
diums. It's like saying Michael 
Jordan is better than Joe Mon- 
tana. 
And you'll undoubtedly hear 
people speak the same of "The 
Firm," claiming the John Gri- 
sham book is better than the 
Sydney Pollack movie. It's not 
even a question. But there is a 
problem. Sometimes a filmmaker 
will alter a story to make it more 
movie-like, more accessible; but, 
in fact, all they do is water down 
a great tale by trying to be too 
clever. That's when it's valid to 
compare the film to the original 
story to see - if Hollywood had 
done it right -- what could have 
been. 
"The Firm" is much different 
than the book, chock-full of 
changes made to enhance the 
story - minor yet annoying 
"cinematic" alterations which 
don't doom the film, but do turn 
what could have been the best 
conspiracy thriller in a decade 
into ... well, just a good time at 
the movies. "The Firm" is fun, 
and on its own merits it's a sur- 
prisingly intellectual offering, at 
least in a summertime saturated 
with dinsosaurs and fluffy 
romantic comedies. 
Cruise plays the semi- 
avaricious Mitchell McDeere, a 
confident, freshly graduated 
Harvard lawyer. Coming from 
meager backgrounds, he dreams 
of making big money on Wall 
Street. But a small, prestigious 
Memphis firm, Bendini, Lambert 
& Locke, make him an offer in- 
cluding a company Mercedes, a 
cheap (yet palatial) house and 
nearly six figures a year. 
Jeanne Tripplehorn plays 
McDeere's wife, Abby, imme- 
diately dubious, if only of the 
firm's extraordinary concern in 
its employees and their families. 
"The firm encourages children," 
an attorney's wife tells her (kids 
promote a stable home life, hence 
stable lawyers). And the firm 
doesn't mind if the wives work. 
The women are quiet and care- 
ful how they speak of the firm, 
almost like robots ... the town has 
sort of a Stepford Lawyers' 
Wives kind of feel. McDeere as- 
sures Abby it's just the firm's 
way - there's nothing to be con- 
cerned with. He's transfixed by 
the money and success. 
Then, two lawyers die on a 
boating trip, supposedly by acci- 
dent. McDeere begins investigat- 
ing their deaths. The firm, he 
stongly suspects, is laundering 
money for the mafia McDeere 
realizes his life, as well as his 
wife's, is in danger. Entangled in 
a web of deceit that could only be 
woven by duplicitous lawyers, he 
tries to find a way out. But the 
only lawyers who have ever left 
the firm have done so through 
the morgue. 
The film is overflowing with 
dazzling performances. Gene 
Hackman, fresh from his mes- 
merizing (and Oscar winning) 
performance in "Unforgiven," 
plays the avuncular Avery Tolar, 
McDeere's mentor designate and 
resident contradiction. Hackman 
does what great actors do best - 
m that is, act without apparent 
effort. His character dances be- 
tween evil, scamming lawyer to 
desperate victim, willing to help 
McDeere. Tolar feels trapped, 
damned inside the firm, yet he 
wallows in the women and money 
which accompanies. 
Ed Harris commands the 
screen as the gruff, short-fused 
FBI agent. And David Strat hairn, 
sadly underused, is terrific as 
Mitch's older brother. 
It's a well cast movie. One glar- 
ing flaw is Wilford Brimley's 
virulent head of firm security, 
DeVasher - but not because he's 
miscast. As the company's hat- 
chet man, he quickly makes you 
forget about Grape Nuts and 
oatmeal. But there's not enough 
of him. The book worked so well 
because the firm was so evil, due 
in part to the cocky, baneful 
DeVasher. And Brimley's wicked 
walrus look is wonderfully sinis- 
ter, but he's In and out like a mov- 
ie usher. 
Another mistake was making 
Cruise too nice. Both the book 
and the movie contain McDeere's 
seduction - the firm throws a 
beach beauty his way and takes 
pictures for blackmailing pur- 
poses. Grisham's McDeere never 
tells his wife of the affair, but 
Cruise comes clean, devoting a 
good 20 minutes of screen time to 
their domestic squabbling. It's a 
distraction, time potentially 
spent with more Brimley, Hack- 
man or just tying up loose strings 
in the plot. 
The film's climax is the only 
real disappointment and not just 
because it falls short by altering 
the book's close. The convolu- 
tions screenwriters David Rabe, 
Robert Towne and David Rayf iel 
add are clever but highly im- 
plausible, even for a conspiracy 
thriller ... AND (there's that 
book, again) Grisham's smart, 
action-packed finale is, if less in- 
genious, a better time and would 
certainly have been magnified to 
intense excitement if put on the 
screen. 
But, believe it or not, I'm not 
reviewing what the movie isn't. It 
is a refreshing break from the 
usual summer fare; it gives us 
good guys to root on and bad 
guys to jeer. But while I can't say 
how the film stacks up directly 
against the novel, I feel secure in 
saying that the book "The Firm" 
was a better movie than the mov- 
ie "The Firm." 
THE HACKMAN COMETH: Gene Hackman, fresh from his Oscar winning role in 'Unforgiven,' plays 
the firm's Avery Tolar, Tom Cruise's mentor and all-around contradictory guy. Hackman Is part of a 
strong supporting cast, Including Wilford Brimley, Jeanne Tripplehorn and Ed Harris. 
Classifieds 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
• COLLEGE DEMOCRATS ■ 
"LEADERSHIP IN THE COMMUNITY" 
Jom us at our summer meeting 
Tuesday. July 13 al9 15pm, Rm. 116 BA 
•CO'CD'CO'CO'CD' 
SERVICES OFFERED 
WORD PROCESSING - Wtl lype resumes. 
term papers, dissertations on laser printer 
Reasonable A dependable 352-6705 (9-9). 
Batiing Suits ' 25-50% oil. 
Collegiate Connection 
531 ledge St 352-8333 
Summer Tanning Special1 11 lor $20; month- 
ly-25. 3 month - unlimited $49.00. Payments 
available 352 7889 
WANTED 
Subleaser needed. $165/mo. plus utilities. 
Close to campus. Own room. Call 823-7561. 
leave message. 
SUBLEASER WANTED/OWN ROOM 
Aug '93 • May '94 $175/mo A ut!l 
Call 354 7401, leave message. 
HELPWANTED 
PERSONALS 
ARK REGGAE Band - Toledo. The Distillery. 
4311 Healherdowns on Tues: In BG. Easy 
Sreet. Sal. July 10 (19A over); Aug. 26.27. 
Housemate wanted. Non-smoker. 
Own room. S150 plus utilises. 
Lance 655-3064. 
Housemate wanted, own room. $110 including 
utilities From now until Aug. 7,1993. Close to 
campus Call Lui 372-7515.  
Roommate wanted. Female, non-smoker, 
$150 00 Can Anita 352-5844. alter 2pm. 
ROOMMATE: male student, non-smoker to 
share 1 BR apt. Summit Terrace Fall sem. 
Musi   be   honest,   dean   &   responsible. 
$200/mo (216)2384107.  
Columbus company seeks CS major lor Fall 
Semester co-op. Greet opportunity In a 
RAD environment. Call 372-2451 lor details 
or etop by 238 Admin. Bldg  
GROUNDS KEEPER 
Pan-time (temporary). Miscellaneous duties. 
Call Mbn.-Fri. 10am-3pm. 353-7715.  
Lawn maintenance Pt. & FuK-ime. 
Knickerbocker Lawns. 
Call 352-5822. 
Loll sales person at BGSU 
BYSTAN 
July 6. 8. 12. IS. 19 2? 
$5mr. plus incentives 216-650 6653. 
FOR SALE 
College car lor sale 
Toyota Tercel $550.00. 
Cat Tony lor details 352 4030 
FOR RENT 
1 a. 2 bdmv furnished apts. 
9 mo. A 1 yr leases 
352-7454 
114 SOUTH MAIN: Above downtown busi- 
ness. One bdrm. unlum. Washer/dryer in bldg. 
Cell Newlove Rental 352- 5620  
117 NORTH MAIN: Above downtown busi 
ness One bdrm. unlum Dishwasher. Wa- 
sher'dryer in bldg. Call Newlove Rental 
3525620. 
2 bdrm. furnished 4 person house within 1 
block ol campus. 1 year lease. (Aug -Aug ). 
Call 352-7454. 
228 SOUTH COLLEGE: Close » Campus 1 
bdrm. unlum A fum. apt. Free heat, water A 
sewer. Can Newlove Rentals 352-5620.  
3 bdrm. 1 story house. 1 car garage. AC. 2 
blocks from campus on Manville $625. Call 
352-0919. 
309 HIGH: 2 bdrm fum. dose to campus 
FREE HEAT. WATER. SEWER. Wa 
•her/dryer in bug. Call Newlove Rental 
352-5820. 
314 E. EVERS: Quiet 2 bdrm. lower duplex 
Unlum. Lg. yard. Next to Elem. School. Call 
Newlove Rental 352.5620. 
401-407 SOUTH ENTERPRISE: 1 A 2 bdrm 
unlum. Paoo. Quiet apts. Call Newlove Rental 
352 5620.  
520 EAST REED: Across from campus. Lg. 2 
bdrm. fum. Newly painted, paddle fan. Avail. 
for Fall Call Newlove Rental 352-5620. 
709 FIFTH: 2 bdrm. unfum. 2 baths Dishwa 
sher. AC. Beautiful apts. Can Newlove Rental 
352 5820  
801-803 FFTH: 2 bdrm. turn. A unlum FREE 
HEAT. WATER, SEWER. Washer/dryer in 
bldg. Cat Newlove Rentall 352-5620. 
Cany Rentals •352-7365 
Single rooms lor male students 
Near campus, wiffi cooking privileges. 
2 bdrm. apt nee/ campus. 
School year or 12 mo. leases. 
Office 316 E Merry »3. or cat for appt 
Immediate or Fall Occupancy. 
Two Apartments Downtown. 
3 bdrm.. unfum.. avail. Immed 
2 bdrm .unfum, avail. Aug. 15th. 
Call 354-1612. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
319E WooslerSt 
(across from Taco Bell) 
FALL RENTALS 
All With Super location s 
Call 354-2260 
Large fum. 1 bdrm. apartment 
Utilities A cable included 
$400 per month. 354-7257, leave message. 
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD: 1 bedroom unfur- 
nished apartments - near City Park. Call New- 
love Rental 352-5820 
[CENTER FOR CHOICE II 
Abortion through 
20 weeks 
Morning after 
treatment 
Caring Friend or 
Relative allowed 
for Personal 
support. 
16 N. Huron 
Toledo. Oh. 4.1604 
Phone 
fJ.1") 255-7769 or 
I 800 <89-6005 
| TRAFFIC SAFETY NOW | 
Do Your Part... 
o 
RECYCLE! 
TIL JUST BRACE MYSELF 
WITH THE STEERING WHEEL? 
